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House of Representatives, March 7, 1843.

The Joint Special Committee, to which was referred so much
of the Message of His Excellency, the Governor, as relates to
Capital Punishment, and also several petitions in relation to
the subject, have given to the subject all the attention its
importance demands, and, while the committee cannot concur
in the views presented by these several sources, they deem it
expedient to give some of the reasons which weighed upon
their minds, in bringing them to the result, to which, upon
the most mature reflection, they have arrived.

The first question that arises is, has the State the right to
inflict the penalty of death ? or, (as some have preferred to
express it,) has it jurisdiction over the lives of its citizens?

To this question, the following considerations are sufficient,
in the minds of the committee, to authorize them to answer in
he affirmative.
It would seem, that the same principle which authorizes an

individual, in a region unprotected by government and laws, to
take the life of any man or creature which assails his own, is
transferred by civil compact to the government in a civilized
country ; whether that be expressed by written compact or not.
This principle is that of sell-defence,—it is one of the first of
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animated nature,—it is a principle which prevails throughout
the whole range of the living creation, and it is a principle
which has seldom been disputed to be legitimate by any people,
who were in the possession of their sober senses, and not under
the influence of some theoretical fancy.

Painful as the alternative might be, to many or most men, it
is probable that there is scarcely a man, who would hesitate to
take the life of another, when every demonstration existed, that
his own could only be preserved by this act. And it is quite
evident, that he would be justified fully in so doing.

It will be hard to prove, that this power of self-preservation
is lost to the individual, by his becoming a member of the
body politic of any state. Such associations were originally
formed, and still exist, for the mutual support and protection
of the members of the community which constitutes them. The
natural right of each individual exists somewhere,—it cannot
be extinguished.

The individual, in well-regulated communities, surrenders
his right to judge in his own case, for the most part, and re-
poses it in the hands of the government ; —from the govern-
ment, then, he has the right to expect and to claim, protection
in his person and property, let them be assailed from what quar-
ter they may.

The same thing, then, that he had a right to do, in case he
was situated where no government existed;—his government
certainly has a right to do for him; is bound in duty to do for
him, even at the hazard of the lives of the whole community.

As a member, then, of the body politic, he places his life, to
a certain extent, under the jurisdiction, and gives it into the
keeping of, the government. In our own case,—in the compact
under which it is our happiness to live,—it is not a little re-
markable, that the great spirits, who issued the declaration con-
stituting us an independent sovereignty,—pledged, by their ex-
press words, their lives to sustain it, as well as their fortunes
and their honor;—and called upon all who were willing to
enter into the compact to do the same.

The lives of the citizens of our republic, certainly, are to a
certain extent, under the jurisdiction, and in the keeping of its
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government, in thisthat upon emergency, the life of every
man capable of bearing arms, may be exposed to danger and
loss; for, by our constitution and laws, we solemnly recognize
the principle, that when any enemy appears in hostile array
against our institutions, the government may avail itself of the
assistance of every man in the community, (subject to such ex-
ceptions as it may choose to make,) to oppose such enemy to
the death. This may perhaps be the most weighty contribution
of personal convenience that we are called upon to make, for
the general security and public good;—but that we are called
upon to make it, if necessary, is not the less true.

Again. A number of evil-minded people, from some cause,
may array themselves against an individual member of the
community, and threaten his death and the destruction of his
property.

Has he not the right to expect that the government will de-
fend and protect him'? And denying government to have the
right to take the lives of its citizens, can full protection he
given him'? What force or means will turn back an infuriated
mob from the accomplishment of their object,—whatever that
object might be,-—if the power of inflicting death be withheld
from government 1

The contingencies of our existence as a community require,
that we shall surrender some portion of our individual indepen-
dence for the support of public order and good. Upon this
principle, we are bound to submit to and obey the laws, —even
although they may not in every particular correspond with our
opinions ; and ifany member of the body politic infringes upon
these laws, a penalty must be incurred, proportionate to the
magnitude of the offence. But there are some crimes of so

high a grade, over-stepping all bounds of every law,—divine,
natural and conventional, —that their perpetration is incompat-
ible with the existence of social or civil compact; —he who
commits them, forfeits his participation in the privileges of so-
ciety. By their commission, he has changed his position in
relation to the community ; he has become a common enemy ;

and the guaranteed protection of the government requires that
he should be dealt with in such a manner as shallbest promote
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the safety of the individuals composing the community he in-
fests. And if it be found that his life is incompatible with the
safety of the public ; —if their safety can only be ensured by
his being deprived of it;—the principle of self-defence of indi-
viduals, now reposed in the hands of the government, perfectly
justifies the decision, that he should suffer the penalty of death.

It would be easy to multiply words in treating of this sub-
ject, to almost an unlimited extent; but the object of this paper
being merely to present the principles which operated upon the
minds of the committee, in objection to the measure proposed,
it is considered that what has now been stated will be sufficient
for that end, so far as the right of government to inflict the
punishment of death is concerned.

But it may not be impertinent to the subject in question, to
refer to some of the views which have been presented, of this
right of government, by the advocates of the unqualified aboli-
tion of capital punishment.

And. in so doing, the committee think it perfectly admissible
and proper to refer, at this time, to some of the positions taken
in a celebrated and truly talented report, made to this House a
few years since, (and which may be found among the legisla-
tive documents,) particularly as this report is stated, by the
author, to contain a summary of the facts and arguments ad-
duced by many others as well as himself.

This report the committee have attentively considered, and
readily admit that it offers the best, and perhaps all the argu-
ments that can be adduced on that side of the question ; —but
while all this is yielded to it, it has not only failed to produce
conviction upon the minds of the committee, but they have
come to the conclusion, that either they have mistaken very
much the true bearing of the arguments, or the arguments them-
selves are sophistical, and the points assumed unsustained by
facts and true reasoning.

For instance, in the report alluded to it is said, “ Let it be
shown that mankind in general, or the inhabitants of this Com-
monwealth in particular, have agreed to hold their lives as a
conditional grant from the State. Let it be shown that any
one individual, understanding the bargain, and being free to
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dissent from it, ever voluntarily placed himself in such a mis
erabte vassalage.

“ It belongs to those who claim for society the rightful power
of life and death over its members, as a consequence of the
social compact, to show in that compact the express provisions
which convey that power.”

Now this, it is believed, is presenting the question in any
other than its true light. Holding our lives “as a conditional
grant from the State !” when, in the view in which the com-
mittee has attempted to present the case, the State cannot de-
prive us of our lives until, by twelve good men and true,” we
have been found guilty of crimes, which the laws of God, of
nature, and of the Commonwealth, have previously declared of
the blackest dye; and which render the perpetrator of them
unfit and unsafe to exist in society ; —or, (in the other case,)
when we place ourselves in an attitude so hostile to the lives of
others, that our murderous course can only be checked by as-
sailing our own. Did we find it necessary, in order to main-
tain the right of society to deprive a member of his life, in cer-
tain cases—to admit that the government, by its own arbitrary
act or will, might put a citizen to death for any, or no reason at
all, —such a monstrous proposition might begin to be sustained.

It is not intended to follow out the train of assumptions and
inferences contained in this remarkable document; but the
above is selected as an instance of the kind of statements and
reasoning, by no means rare in its composition.

The subject is there, also, treated theologically; or, at least,
so much so that a large amount of quotation from holy scrip-
ture is offered in support of the measure proposed, and a com-
parison instituted between the Mosaic law and the Christian
dispensation; which, no doubt, was satisfactory to the author,
(or authors,) relied upon in the report, and was, no doubt,
honestly presented.

With regard to this method of examining the subject, your
committee will only say, that they consider the fact, that the
penalty of death was commanded by Almighty God himself, a
sufficient warrant that the principle of capital punishment, in
certain cases, cannot be essentially wrong.
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And that, without for a moment denying the obligation upon
all lawgivers, to frame their laws in correspondence with the com-
mands of God, they find themselves incompetent to draw infer-
ences from theological dogmas, and points of scriptural criti-
cism, and apply them to the exigencies of legislation, when
these propositions are disputed by so many learned theologians,
and disagreed upon by so many pious divines.

The expediency of inflicting capital punishment,-—the right
being conceded, —opens a wide field for examination ; and it is
admitted that it is not easy to arrive at conclusive results in
this examination.

But, upon mature and attentive consideration of the subject,
the committee cannot bring themselves to the belief, that any
circumstances exist, or are to be apprehended from the opera-
tion of the penal code under which we now live, which require
the action of the Legislature at this time.

Few communities, it is believed, exist where so few instances
of capital punishment have been witnessed, as under our own
government, for the last twenty years; and few communities
can be pointed out, where there is a greater veneration for the
laws, or less frequent violations of public order and peace.
The character of the community certainly depends much upon
the character of the laws which govern it; and the inference
is, that there cannot be any thing very much amiss in the penal
code, when the state of society is such as has now been
alluded to.

If capital punishment were productive of so much evil as
the friends of its total abolition would lead us to believe, they
have been frequent enough to let us see some of their baneful
effects, which cannot, or have not been exhibited.

But an experiment is necessary to demonstrate if we should
do as well if they were withdrawn ; and experiments in legis-
lation, upon serious and important measures, should always be
employed with the greatest caution—never, unless some circum-
stances of great weight call for their attempt.

This measure, (the abolition, in all cases, of the penalty of
death,) in fact, is recommended to us, by its friends, as an ex-
periment,—an experiment, say they, which, if it fails, can be
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abandoned, and we can but return to the present system. But
who among them can tell us what may be the consequences of
this experiment ? By what rule can we calculate how many
murders are annually prevented by the consideration that the
commission of this crime will, in all probability, bring upon the
offender the punishment of death"? Who will guarantee to us,
that if the experiment fails, or proves disastrous, we can return
to the well-balanced state of social and civil institutions that
exists at this time ?

For it is much easier to unkennel the bloodhounds of disor-
der and anarchy, than to chain them up again when they have
proved dangerous and destructive.

But after all, what are the cogent reasons which call for this
experiment, which so many of our fellow-citizens can but look
upon with misgiving and dread? The most weighty, in the
minds of the committee, is, that it is stated that the punishment
of death is unnecessary,—that some other punishment would
protect society as well, or better,—and, in that case, the feel-
ings of the community would be spared the pain which is pro-
duced by the necessity of inflicting a violent death upon a fel-
low-being, and the offending individual spared to repent and
reform.

But while the committee admit this to be worthy of the most
serious and thoughtful consideration, every argument adduced
to support it has failed to produce in their minds a conviction
of its soundness and practicability.

As a general objection to its admission, they must be allowed
to quote a paragraph introduced into the report they have
already alluded to, as exhibiting, in their view, reasonable and
strong points, in support of such an objection.

“When, by indiscriminate penal laws, a nation beholds the
same punishment affixed to dissimilar degrees of guilt, from
perceiving no distinction in the penalty, the people are led to

lose all sense of distinction in the crime, and this distinction is
the bulwark of all morality.”

Now, whatever punishment may be proposed as an adequate
or advantageous commutation for the penalty 6f death in crimes
of the highest grade, it must be milder in disproportionate de-
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gree, compared with that imposed upon those convicted of mi-
nor offences ; and we must rc-model our whole criminal code,
and bring down the scale of our penalties, in some cases, to a
mere nominal infliction, or else give people just occasion to say
that we value the life of a man but little more than that of an
animal.

Another objection to this position, (that some other punish-
ment may be equally efficacious in deterring others from the
commission of crimes of the highest grade, as the penalty of
death) is, that it is at variance with all that we know of the
constitution and temperament of man.

“ Death is the king of terrors,” and nothing will so certainly
deter or restrain any man from the pursuit of any particular
course, as convincing him that that course inevitably will end
in his sudden and violent death. Talk to him of perpetual im-
prisonment, you can never dispel from his mind visions of es-
cape and the hope of pardon. Talk to him of hard labor; who
is there that is not willing to labor hard to sustain his life?
But to die—to die violently, disgracefully, upon the scaffold !
there is no man but shrinks with horror from the contemplation
of such a fate.

If any thing in the shape of punishment can operate to deter
one from the commission of crime, it is this ; and the commit-
tee firmly believe that it does operate to prevent the commission
of murder, at least in many instances, annually, in this Common-
wealth,—how many, can be known only to Him who has the
power to search the heart; and in this opinion they are sup-
ported and confirmed by the observations of those who have
had long experience with the depraved, and by the confessions
of criminals themselves.

Another objection to the substitution of perpetual imprison-
ment for the penalty of death for the last degrees of crime, is
found in the reflection, that it would be extremely difficult, if
not absolutely impossible, to carry it into effect.

The convict who is sentenced to imprisonment for life, who
is pronounced dead in the law, and knows that this is the
last extent of punishment that can be imposed upon him, it may
well be supposed will not be a very quiet prisoner.
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He has every thing to gain by attempting to overpower his
keepers, nothing to lose. Their lives to him are not of more
consequence than the lives of so many sparrows. Suppose, insome desperate attempt to escape, he should kill one, two,three, or more of them; if he succeeds, he cares little for the
sacrifice; if he fails, he is merely brought back to the state inwhich he was before the attempt was made; he has lost no-
thing by the attempt; in fact he has even then gained; he has
gained, what to him is a scene of interest and excitement, to
vary the monotony of his every-day life. He will generally
have gained more than this; he will in most cases have gained
accomplices, who, previous to his revolt, were imprisoned for a
limited time, for some minor offence.

Now, by this attempt of his, they have been induced to im-
brue their hands in the blood of their keepers; they are now
convicted murderers, and must be added to the list of those,
who have done the greatest evil they are capable of doing, and
must be consigned to perpetual imprisonment.

In this manner the presence of one convicted murderer in our
state prison, in a very few years would convert many of the
convicts for minor offences, into perfectly desperate, reckless
beings, (such as the first has been described,) besides very prob-
ably producing within the walls of the prison, more murders
than would have been known in the Commonwealth in the
same period of time. And, (the penalty of death in all cases
forbidden,) will it not he found impracticable to make the pris-
on strong enough, and to find guards firm enough, to carry
out the intentions of law ?

These, (with otherreasons, the enumeration of which would
make this paper too long,) compel the committee to adopt the
opinion, that to substitute the penalty of imprisonment for life,
or any other penalty, for crimes of the highest grade, would not
reach the end of the law in such cases, as well as the penalty
of death.

Another objection raised to the punishment of death is, that,
if inflicted at all, it must be in the spirit of revenge. This, as
the committee understand it,—is entirely foreign from the truth
as applied to the penalty of death,—or any other penalty which

>
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the law inflicts; and may with equal propriety be applied to
the infliction of a nominal fine, as to a capital execution.

The object of the law in all cases where it imposes a penalty is
to prevent crime, rather than vindictively to punish the offender.

The penalties of the law are intended to operate upon the
minds of the people, to deter them from the commission of of-
fences, practically assuring them, that in direct proportion as
they swerve from the path of rectitude, inconveniences and
penalties await them; and the penalty of death, is intended to
operate upon the minds of all in the same way ; proclaiming to
them, that if they assail the life of a fellow-citizen (for instance,)
the end of that course is death.

That the idea of revenge is foreign from the intention of the
law, is proved by the fact, that the infliction of this fearful
penalty, shall be divested of every circumstance which may in
any way aggravate the sufferings inseparable from its execu-
tion.

Much capital is made of the detail of capital executions, by
the friends of their indiscriminate abolition. They dwell with
glowing sympathy upon the feelings of the miserable culprit,
and enlarge upon the outrage that humanity suffers by the exe-
cution of his sentence; the ministers of the law are denounced
as legal murderers, and strenuous appeals are made to the pas-
sions ofall that will listen to them.

The committee have no wish—no intention, to lessen, in the
minds of the public, a proper degree of solemnity and awe, in
the consideration of the awful scene which terminates the law,
in the case of the capitally convicted.

But the use which is made of it by the friends of the pro-
posed measure, appears to them perfectly absurd, and highly
improper.

Other cases, foreign from criminal executions, furnish apt
illustration of the improper display of so much sensitiveness in
this instance.

The body of man is subject to some diseases, which makes
it necessary, in order to save his life, that he should suffer the
loss of a limb.

What should we think of the man, who, in discussing the
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merits of this case, would dwell only upon the sufferings of the
patient at the time'?—who should, as an objection to the opera-
tion, describe the glitter of the knives —the horrid aspect of the
saw—the fearful spectacle offered by the dismemberment of the
limb of a fellow-being;—and then pronounce the surgeon a
butcher, and declare that such a bloody spectacle should never
be tolerated in a Christian laud !

And yet, in the opinion of the committee, such a conclusion
would be equally just, and quite as applicable to the merits of
this case, as the exuberant display of sympathy, so often ex-
pressed, in speaking of the capital execution of a criminal.

If some of all this high-wrought sympathy were expressed
for the ruffian violation of female purity and honor;—for the
melancholy fate of the peaceable citizen who falls a victim to
the prowling murderer;—for innocence and infancy, roused
from their bed of repose and fancied security, to expire in shriek-
ing agony, in the flames kindled by the hands of the midnight
incendiary;—it would seem to be more consonant with the true
principles of humanity

There is another objection still to the continuance of the law
authorizing capital punishment, which the committee approach
with much reluctance, and must touch with great delicacy.

It is, that public opinion is said to be so much opposed to the
infliction of capital punishment, that judges, jurors and barris-
ters are in a state of actual collision at a trial for a capital
offence, and will, by some subtle chicanery known to the prac-
tice of the law, always suffer (or in most instances suffer) the
prisoner to escape the penalty by acquittal, even when assured
of his guilt.

It would be painful to believe, and the committee is unwil-
ling to believe, that this state of things exists to the extent that
has been represented. That all concerned in a capital trial in
this Commonwealth are actuated, influenced, by the wish to

find the arraigned innocent, if possible, they are proud to be-
lieve; and this is as it should be. But, so far as they have fol-
lowed the course of capital trials, few, it any, acquittals have
happened where so clear a case has been made out as they
would have made out, before the prisoner should be convicted.
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Public indignation at a recently committed murder is usually
very high, and some particular individual or individuals are
generally immediately singled out as the supposed guilty party.
Woe to the unfortunate man were his trial to be conducted by
the “public opinion” of the excited community at this time;
the slightest incident seems to them substantial proof, and his
guilt is often at once settled in their minds.

But the calm and cool examination of the evidence by legal
scrutiny, pronounces it inconclusive, and he is acquitted ; the
public mind, for the time, is dissatisfied, and they accuse the
judge and jury of unwillingness to convict, when, perhaps,
in another instance, where the circumstances of the crime were
less talked of among the same community, and from indisputa-
ble evidence the accused was convicted and executed, there
would not be wanting, even among those who would have hur-
ried the first to the gallows, almost without the form of trial,
enough to raise a clamor against the cruelty and injustice of
this and every execution.

People under the influence of some particular feelings, at

some particular times, often very much mistake their own real
opinions; they, in fact, but slightly know “what manner of
spirit they are of.

An instance of this sort is so pertinent to the present point
that it is believed its introduction here will be pardoned.

It is a fact that Robespierre, so universally known in connex-
ion with the reign of terror in France, in the year 1784 (or 5),
wrote an essay against the infliction of the penalty of death in
any case whatever,—which book gained the prize from the city
of Metz; yet, in eight years afterward, when circumstances
called him virtually to the head of the government of France,
his career was such, that, if we should wish to employ a name
which personifies every thing which is vindictive, tyrannical,
cruel and murderous, no name could better express all this
than Maximilien Robespierre.

Public opinion is an authority the influence of which it is
not desirable, (and certainly in this instance it is not desired,)
to underrate or to undervalue; it is a sovereignty before which,
in this country, every authority must ultimately bow, and
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every law, to be productive of much good, must be sanctioned
by its support.

But it is believed that much is said in the name of public
opinion, which is far from being really supported by it, when
we ascertain the truth, and that much usurpation (if the ex-
pression be allowed) is practised under its assumed authority.

There is such a thing as public clamor, which may be raised
by a comparatively small proportion of the community ; which
may be,—often is,—taken as an expression of public opinion :

when, in fact, could we ascertain the truth, it expresses the
true opinion of only a small portion of the public at large; and
when it is given way to, measures are sometimes forced upon a
community which a very large majority of that community
decidedly disapprove.

Nor is this at all singular or unintelligible, when we consider
how these instances of public clamor are often brought about.
Certain individuals, —perhaps with a good motive,—perhaps
with a view to bring themselves before the public, —perhaps
under the influence of enthusiastic attachment to some vision-
ary theory,—bring before the public their ideas upon some par-
ticular measure of public interest or polity, and urge it with
all the untiring zeal and perseverance usually exhibited by
enthusiasts and people seeking some particular end.

There always exists a number of people in every community,
ready to seize upon every topic of novelty and interest, which
class of people join the cry. In this way, importance is given
to it; many follow it, and the clamor is raised.

Sober-minded people, not taking much interest in the matter
at first, give way to it, or at any rate do not oppose it, and it

ocs forth as the expression of 11 public opinion
That such is the state of things in many instances, few will

deny; and in predicating important and serious changes in the
law of the land, which may seriously affect the lives of the
community, it behoves us to consider well, whether these
changes are really demanded by “ public opinion,” or whether
they are merely called for by some popular clamor.

In treating of this subject, the committee fear, that in the
eyes of many, they will not be found to have paid much adula-
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tion to the grandeur and dignity of human nature. It is cer-
tainly a humiliating reflection, that man, “ made but little
lower than the angels,” and in the “ image of his Creator,”
should require, when associated in community with his fellow-
men, penal laws to prevent violations of right and to preserve
individual security;—as well as public armaments to prevent
those rights and that security from being disturbed by his
fellow-men, without the pale of his particular community;—
but it is nevertheless true.

This truth is recognized by the very first principles of govern-
ment,—by the very necessity for the existence of government.

The organization of our State and national military es-
tablishments,'—the ordnance which frowns upon the ramparts of
our fortresses,—the batteries which thunder from the sides of
our ships of war,-—no less than our penal code,-—proclaim the
acknowledgment of the same thing ;—that there are evil-mind-
ed persons without, who can only be kept in check by the bay-
onet and the cannon;—and recreant members within our com-
munity, who can only be awed into compliance with the laws
of necessary restraint, by the dungeon and the cord.

We must, then, take society and the world as we have it, —

and not as we would wish it to be; and while few evils are
found to arise from the operation of the laws now in force, but,
(as far as can be judged,) immense benefits are secured to so-
ciety, there is little to be apprehended from permitting them
to remain as they are. If any circumstances connected with
the penal code, as it now stands, or as it is now administered
in this Commonwealth,—-were believed really to exist, which
called for a reform ; the committee would not shrink from ad-
mitting, that some experiment might be hazarded, to endeavor
to ameliorate or remove the evils.

But from a review of the statistics of crime in this State, and
the comparison of this with other communities, the conclusion
in their minds is irresistible, that there are few communities
which can compare with it in the grand results desirable to be
effected by the operation of law.

But if the systems of those who come forward and recom-
mend such important changes, should prove (as the committee
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fully believe them,) to be only founded upon theoretical fancies,
and visionary schemes; upon being reduced to actual practice,
we should have reason to fear, not only great confusion and
detriment to the interests of the community, but that they would
seriously weaken the restraint of all law, and perhaps overturn
the very foundations of our political existence.

From these and other considerations, which cannot be treated
of at this time, without extending the size of this paper to an
unreasonable length, the committee must rest upon the following-
conclusions :

That the laws which impose thepenalty of death, in the cases
in which that penalty is prescribed in the criminal code of this
Commonwealth, are founded upon the principles of right and
justice, and can in no way be considered as sanguinary or in a
spirit of revenge.

That there is no evidence, that public opinion is so far ad-
verse to it, that a modification of the code is called for, from
that consideration.

They therefore respectfully report that it is inexpedient to
legislate upon the subject.

HENRY B. C. GREENE,

March 7, 1843.

In behalf of the majority of the committee.
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The undersigned, a minority of the Joint Special Committee to
whom was referred so much of the Message of His Excel-
lency the Governor as relates to capital punishment, and a
great number of petitions from every part of the Common-
wealth, praying the entire abolition of capital punishment,
having fully considered the subject, and arrived at a different
result from the majority, ask leave to

We maintain that the advocates of capital punishment are
bound to show—

First. That government has a right to take life under such
circumstances.

Second. That by taking life, a beneficial end is answered.
Third. That no punishment of less severity would answer

the same end.
The undersigned have nowhere found evidence to establish

either of these points. We have read the statements and rea-
soning of the majority of the committee with care and atten-

©ommontoealtt) of #Jassartjitsetts.
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tion, and they are to us wholly unsatisfactory. And in respect
to the last two points, we believe the evidence establishes pre-
cisely the reverse, viz., that capital punishment is not only
inefficacious as a means of preventing crime, but positively ini-
quitous, and that a less severe system of punishment, more
certain in its visitation, would lead to the most salutary results.

The considerations which the majority deem sufficient to
establish the right of the state to inflict capital punishment are,
“that the same principle which authorizes an individual, in a
region unprotected by government and laws, to take the life of
any man or creature which assails his own, is transferred, by
civil compact, to the government in a civilized country, whether
that be expressed by written compact or not.” “ This princi-
ple,” say the majority, “is that of self-defence.” * *

“Painful as the alternative might be to many or most men,
it is probable that there is scarcely a man who would hesitate
to take the life of another, when every demonstration existed
that his own could only be preserved by this act. And it
is quite evident, that he would be justified fully in so doing.
It will be hard to prove, that this power of self-preservation
is lost to any individual, by his becoming a member of the
body politic of the state.”

The undersigned believe this to be a very fair statement of
the other side of the question.

That the “ principle of self-defence” animates “ all the living
creation,” or that “ it is a principle which has seldom been dis-
puted to be legitimate by any people who were in the posses-
sion of their sober senses,” or that “it would be hard to prove
that this power of self-preservation is lost to any individual by
his becoming a member of the body politic,” the undersigned
do not deny. But the undersign
the question 1 It must first be si
proceeds on the ground of self-de
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one has in a region unprotected by government and laws, he
holds as a citizen of a state. The rights of man are anterior
to civil society, and, in coming into society, he does not sur-
render them, nor can he be justly deprived of their exercise.
The state is not society, but the agent of society, and derives
its powers from society. Its object is not negative, but positive.
It is not “a necessary evil,” but a positive good. “Protec-
tion” is not “ the only object of society.” Man is, by his na-
ture and essence, a social being. Society is necessary to the
development of those faculties with which God has endowed him,
and which were conferred on him to be developed and actual-
ized. Progress is a law of his being, and society is essentia],
indeed almost the sole condition of his progress. The evils
which reign on the earth, or in society, far from being the ori-
gin of the principle of society, come mainly from the fact that
the principle of society, of the communion of man with other
men and with nature, has been violated.

Society has power over the life of its members just so far and
no further than each individual has over the life of every other;
that is, he may take it when the law of self-preservation de-
mands. But it is only when the danger of losing our own life
is imminent, that we may take the life of another, either “in a
region without laws ”or a country of laws. It is this immi-
nence that marks the distinction between murder and the justi-
fiable slaying of another. The late occurrence on board a
United States vessel, is in point. The commander slew three
men without warrant of law. If it shall appear that the exi-
gency had arisen, when the lives of these men could not be
spared without imminent hazard to his own, he will stand justi-
fied ; if otherwise, the civilized world will condemn him. The
line of distinction is plain. If two men meet and engage in a
fight, without murder aforethought, and one is slain, the living
is justified only on the condition that he proves he could not
avoid the quarrel.

Does this imminence exist in a case of capital punishment 7
It can hardly be pretended. Before the judge, who pronounces
the awful sentence, and the executioner who performs the hor-
rible task, the felon is powerless; and he may be so confined
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that society shall forever after be as perfectly secure against
harm from him as if he were hanged. The people of Charles-
town, within a stone’s throw of hundreds of felons, sleep as
securely in their beds as if these felons were in their graves.

“There is scarcely a man,” say the majority of the commit-
tee, “ who would hesitate to take the life of another, when
every demonstration existed that his own could only be pre-
served by this act.” True, and here is the real question. Is
there any “ demonstration” existing, when the felon is on the
scaffold, that the lives of others can only be preserved by tak-
ing away his ? The felon, as we have said above, is power-
less. Apply now the law of self-defence in the case of an indi-
vidual, —the rule laid down by the majority. One may not
slay another to-day, because that other may kill him to-mor-
row, unless he can show that there are no other means of pre-
venting his enemy from executing his purpose. It must then
be shown, at least, that there is reason to apprehend that the
felon on the gallows, if taken alive to prison, would break out
and kill some body else. In the judgment of the undersigned,
there is no reason to apprehend any such thing.

Is it said that the felon must be executed, because, otherwise,
society would be in danger of murder from others'? This,
again, is arguing upon assumption. Admit the right of society
to take life upon that ground, the advocates of capital punish-
ment are bound to show that it is effectual as a means of re-
straining crime, before resorting to so ultra a measure. But
we by no means concede the right. Surely it will not be said,
that one may slay an individual to-day, for the reason that if
he do not, somebody else will murder him to-morrow, or next
year. Where is the “ existing demonstration ” that life can be
secure only by taking away life ?

In view of these considerations and others that might be
urged, the undersigned submit, with deference to the opinions
of others, that the authority to inflict capital punishment cannot
be found in the principle of self-defence; and if not in that prin-
ciple, then it has no warrant of right. As for the rest, expedi-
ency can at best make but a poor argument against right. Still,
we apprehend this is the ground on which the friends of capital
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punishment mainly rely. Hanging by the neck must be con-
tinned because it operates as a warning to others !

So far as the undersigned have been able to learn, the argu

ment of expediency is wholly in favor of less rigorous punish
ment. In 1839, the offences of highway robbery and burglary,
which, np to that time had been punishable with death, were
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the world, in the years 1838- 40. On the 19th January,
1839,John Rheneman was flogged with six lashes for stealing: on
the 30th of March, with twelve, for intoxication, and on the 6th
of August with twelve for theft. Adams Waters was flogged

with twelve, on the 18th of June, 1838, for stealing: on the
16th of October with twelve, for a repetition of the same offence;

on the 19th January, 1839, with twelve for attempting to steal;
and on the 25th of December, with twenty-four for stealing.
James McGonagle, was flogged with twelve lashes, for drunken-
ness, on the 21st of August, 1838. On the sth of December he
was flogged with seventy-five lashes for drunkenness and mu
tinous conduct; on the 19th of January, 1839, with twelve
lashes for committing violence on a cook; and on the 17th of
February he received twenty-four lashes for mutinous conduct
and striking the gunner and master-at-arms,

Cases might be multiplied to a great extent. The result of
this severe punishment was no improvement in the morals either
of those chastised or of their comrades, hut a manifest degrada-
tion. It blunted the sensibilities and broke down the spirits of
the crew ; and, instead of leading them up to a better course of
conduct, brought them down to the level of brutes. Ninety
persons were punished by whipping with the cats,—besides a
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great deal of flogging not put on record,-—eleven hundred and
fifty lashes were inflicted; there was a great deal of sickness
constantly on board, fifty men were sent to the hospital in one
day, and among them some who had just been flogged; and of
those who died, Thomas Christie, John F. Wallace, John Fox,
Edward Hughes, John Robinson, besides others, had all been
flogged, and John F. Wallace with thirty-six lashes at one time.
On the 18th of June, 1839, from 4 to 6, all hands were called
to bury Henry Fry; and from 6 to 8, the very next watch, all
hands were called and the following men punished. Leonard
Ellis, 12; Woolfard Stewart, 12; Thomas Hunt, 6; Thomas
Howard, 6 ; John Blackburn, 6 ; Samuel Lawrence, 6 ; William
Harrison, 6; John Johnson, 6 ; chiefly for the crime of drunk-
enness.

This, it seems to the undersigned, is only a miniature sketch
of what takes place at every execution.

Equally conclusive of the inetficacy of ultra-severe punish-
ment, are the other statistics which the undersigned have con-
sulted. Dr. Ross, the author of a very valuable essay published
in Van Dieman’s Land, a few years ago, states :

<! ln all parts of the world, wherever punishments have been
most severe, there crimes have been most numerous and of the
darkest stain. At Macquarie Harbor, where the discipline of
the convict was of a very severe kind, instances have occurred
in which men have actually committed murder, with no other
intention than to be brought up to Hobart Town for trial and
to be executed. In the prison called the Hogue, at Toulon,
where the restraints and deprivations are described as still
more terrible, murders, or attempts at murder, with a similar-
object in view, occur almost weekly. Yet the miserable con-
vict, on the very eve of his dreadful deed, will joke and laugh,
and dance and sing, though loaded with chains, as if indifferent
to his wretched, his hopeless state. Does his spirit then rise
above his fate, that he seems thus joyous in misery? Alas!
no; he has no spirit to be sensible of joy as it exists in the nat-
ural breast. His ebullition is but the empty froth produced from
the very dregs of debasement. Neither his joke, nor his laugh,
nor his dance, nor his song, bears the smallest resemblance to
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that of innocent life. It is an empty sound, a mere animal
expression, more void of feeling than the low of the ox or the
roar of the hungry lion.”

“ It has fallen to our lot to be present at the execution of a
large portion of the malefactors, who, for the last eight or ten
years, have suffered the extremity of the law in Hobart Town,
and the apparent apathy with which the unhappy men met
their fate, has always to us been the most humiliating part of
the spectacle. Their lips would utter, with apparent sincerity,
the invocations prompted by the clergyman; but the heart that
should give them expression, was too plainly wanting; they
were empty sounds; the soul in a certain sense was already
gone; the main part of the executioner’s duty was performed
to his hand. They went through the most sacred ceremonies
of religion ; they sang psalms; they ate a most abundant meal;
they heard the summons of the sheriff; their arras were pin-
ioned ; the halter put about their neck ; they heard the solemn
and affecting words of the funeral service, as the pastor walked
before them to the scaffold,—the cap was brought over their
eyes, and they dropped into eternity with more indifference than
the ox goes to the slaughter. Vice and its consequences had
completed their subjugation ! ”

Yet, this shocking debasement is often mistaken for a calm and
resigned temper ; the epitaph of nine out of every ten of the mis-
erable men condemned to death is, that “ they are resigned to
their fate.” And they might well be resigned to a fate of which
they had so faint, so indistinct a perception.

11 An illustration of the apathy with which an ignominious
death can be met, is afforded by the case of a bush-ranger,
named Craven, who escaped, with three others, from the penal
settlement of Maria Island. In the act of being apprehended,
he was shot through the thigh, and was consequently confined
for some time in the hospital. In the meanwhile, his three as-
sociates were executed ; and although certain to meet the same
fate, yet, owing to the delay occasioned by the wound, Craven’s
case could not be brought on till some months had elapsed.
When at last brought to trial, he could scarcely be recognized;
for, from being a thin, spare man, he had, notwithstanding his
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situation, become immensely stout. Like a stall-fed bullock bis
animal frame had thriven grossly in his confinement, unaffected
by any thing of mental action which remained, and death to

this man had no sting nor terrors.”
“ The public exhibition of a young man dying resolutely,”

observes a writer in the Hobart Town Magazine, “is rather a
fearful display of courage than an awful warning against crime.
The precious contents of the Newgate Calendar afford ample
and most abundant proof of this; for the depraved adore what is
‘game,’ and to them a daring death is rather a sharp stimulant
than a dreadful shock to their vices. The halter sublimes the
ruffian and makes him a hero on the scaffold; the gallows, in-
deed, is but the tree on which desperate courage hideously blos-
soms. The convict’s piety in the condemned cell is insincere
while a chance of reprieve remains, and the moment he es-
capes the rope, back he rushes to the herd with impatient ve-
locity.”

“As to example, then, capital punishment is none: even the
very hangman, at Hobart Town, was conveyed, on a recent oc-
casion, drunk to the watch-house in less than two hours after
he had strung the rope round the neck of five victims !”

The undersigned might cite from these authorities many in-
stances equally descriptive of human depravity on the one hand
and the useless system of severe punishment on the other, but
they will content themselves with one.

“ John Williams, a lad brought up and employed in the
neighborhood of Hereford, as a farmer’s laborer, till the age of
nineteen, was, after running the usual preparatory gauntlet of
lesser crimes at home, convicted of picking pockets, stealing
five silk handkerchiefs, and sentenced to transportation for seven
years. He landed at Hobart Town in December, 1823, and
had been but a very short time in the colony when he was ar-
rested on a charge of grand larceny, of which he was found
guilty on the 2d of November following, 182!, and again sen-
tenced to seven years’ transportation. As a matter of course,
he was then placed to endure a season of purgation in the low-
est gang employed in the public works. He evidently felt his
situation of the most galling kind; for, besides the misery of
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wearing heavy chains, and close confinement, especially at night,
deprived of all means of indulgence, the daily labor exacted
from him, operating upon the indolence he had acquired during
a long season of jail imprisonment, both here and in England,
proved in the highest degree irksome. The orders of his over-
seer, always submitted to with reluctance, were by degrees an-
swered with insolence, and at last with direct disobedience.

“ For this repeated offence he was taken before a magistrate,
and severely reprimanded. Only a few weeks afterward be-
fore he absented himself from the chain-gang altogether, and
when apprehended, he received twenty-five lashes and was sent
back to his duty in the chain-gang. In less than a week, he
again stubbornly refused to work, and a similar punishment of
twenty-five lashes was a second time inflicted. This refractory
conduct continued till, in a few more months, he subjected himself
to a punishment of fifty lashes, and to receive no other food for
fourteen days than bread and water, having, in addition to his
oft-repeated refusal to work, threatened to knock down his over-
seer with a hammer. Two months had not elapsed after this,
before he absconded into the woods, and, on apprehension, re-
ceived one hundred lashes, and was condemned to work in
irons. True to the text he had chosen for his fate, he was
caught plundering a gang of convicts, in nearly the same mis-

erable plight as himself, while at work on the road near the
Jordan river, of the whole of their provisions. In such a case
as this, what could the law superadd to the measure of hard-
ships it had already condemned him to endure I However, a
hundred more lashes suggested themselves to the justices, and
these he received.

<rHis next offence was stealing some tobacco from the pocket
of a fellow-prisoner, for which he received fifty more lashes.
His back must by this time have been tolerably scarred and
callous. On the 27th of August, 1829, while in the prisoners’
barracks, he was found with two clothes-lines and a quantity
of sugar, evidently stolen, for which he was imprisoned, and
kept at as hard labor as could be exacted from him for six
months, and deprived of any chance, whatever his future con-
duct might be, of ever being assigned to any settler, except in
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theremotest part of the interior. He successively received twenty-
five lashes for outrageous conduct and fighting in the presence
of the gang; he worked ten days on the tread-wheel for being
drunk and disorderly; he received a third sentence of seven years
(his former ones being unexpired) for stealing a hat. In Novem-
ber, 1831, he was again tried for being illegally at large while
under sentence of transportation; in seven months, being com-
mitted for a similar offence, he was handed over to the chief
police, by the attorney general, for summary punishment; he
contrived to secrete himself on board a vessel in the harbor
bound to New Zealand, in order to escape from the colony,
where he was discovered, and placed in what, to any common
man, would have proved impenetrable confinement ; but, in a
few days after, he was detected in a second attempt in another
vessel, about to sail from the colony, and is now [1834] un-
der a sentence of condemnation for three years at Macquarie
Harbor.”

Since 1834, the system of punishment at Van Dieman’s Land
has been essentially meliorated, in a great measure through the
influence of the essays of Dr. Ross upon the public mind, and
the most salutary results have followed. If, then, as the majority
set forth, the object of the law is to prevent crime, it fails en-
tirely of its design. There is the most ample evidence to prove
its inefficacy, as well as its brutalizing tendencies. It has been
stated, by the governor of Newgate, that he has known many
instances of very extensive burglaries having been conceived
and planned under the very gallows on which hung the lifeless
bodies of the late associates of the perpetrators. And the same
thing is said to have occurred in our own country. From all
the undersigned can learn on the subject, from the statistics of
our own country and others, they cannot discover that the pun-
ishment of death has any terror or any salutary moral effect
upon the surviving miscreant. The law is so uncertain in its
operation, that the offender regards it as a lottery, in which the
chances are as ten to one in his favor. Jurors are unwilling to
convict, even upon the clearest testimony; and as soon as the
conviction is had and the doom pronounced, a wide-spread pity

4
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is awakened in behalf of the offender. The whole community,
with here and there an exception, is enlisted in his favor; and
the governor is petitioned, and pleaded with to pardon. Better,
far better, that the punishment be less severe in its character
and more certain in its visitation. There is something awful
beyond the power of modern endurance, in the idea of hurrying
a fellow-being into another world, with all his sins unrepent-
ed of.

In regard to the parallel attempted to be drawn by the ma-
jority between the infliction of death on the gallows, and the
taking off a limb by a surgeon, the undersigned have no re-
marks to make. The comparison is sufficiently answered by
stating it.

As to the argument which the advocates of the punishment
of death draw from scripture, we observe, whatever authority
may be found in the Old Testament to justify it, it is clearly
against the letter and spirit of the New. It was abrogated two
thousand years ago on the cross of Jesus Christ. In the words
of the eloquent Mennais, 11 life belongs only to God; and that
is why it is written, 1 thou shall not kill.’ ” When the law kills,
it inflicts not a chastisement, it commits a murder. Can you
call by the name of justice the act which renders him infamous
by whom it is accomplished, the act which at one blow ravishes
from a human being all his rights, and not only his rights, but
even the faculty of ever possessing any right 1 When you have
converted an animated being into a handful of dust, will that
dust, scattered by the winds of heaven over the face of the
earth, prove a seed of good, a germ of virtue 7

In 1539, as above stated, the punishment of death was abol-
ished in the cases of highway robbery and burglary. At that
session, the same arguments were used against that meliora-
tion, that are employed now to prevent a melioration in the re-
maining cases of murder, treason, rape and arson. Experience
has exposed their fallacy. The people have witnessed it, and
pray this Legislature to go forward in its mission, to the total
abolition of the punishment of death. If this prayer shall be
answered, and our future legislation, while it deals out strict
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justice to offenders, shall yet lean towards compassion, the
time may come, even in our own day, when the improvement
of the. criminal shall be the end of punishment, and the end be
realized.

The undersigned submit the accompanying Bill

SETH J. THOMAS.
DANIEL A. HATHAWAY
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Three.

Concerning Capital Punishment

1 Sect. 2. The several crimes which are now pun-
-2 ishable with Death, according to the laws of this Com-
-3 monwealth, shall hereafter be punished by imprison-
-4 nient in the State Prison, for life.
1 Sect. 3. Whoever shall commit the crime of mur-

-2 der, and being thereof duly convicted, shall be sentenc-
-3 ed to imprisonment in the state prison for life, shall
4 suffer the same in solitary confinement: And the
5 lionds of matrimony between such person so convicted

In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Forty-

BE it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives, in General Court assembled, and by the authority of
the same, as follows :

1 Sect. 1. The punishment of Death is hereby
2 abolished.

(Commontocalttj of

AN ACT
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6 and the husband or wife of such convict shall he dis-
-7 solved by virtue of said sentence, and his estate shall
8 descend, be administered upon and distributed in all
9 respects as if he were dead, and all power and author-

10 ity which he might legally exercise over his children,
11 apprentices or others, in whatever relation, or by what-
-12 ever right, shall forthwith cease, contracts to which he
13 is a party shall be affected, and his obligations, privi-

-14 leges and legal character be such as if he were, from
15 the time of such sentence, dead.








